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Question:

What is your job title?

Answer:

Advanced Pharmacist Practitioner but this

includes my role as a Psychiatric Liaison

Team Pharmacist.    

What are your main

responsibilities/duties? 

Psychiatry Liaison Teams (PLTs) exist within

general hospitals to provide a service to

individuals who may become psychiatrically

unwell during admission or may have pre-

existing issues that require assessment or

intervention. My role within the PLT is to

offer advice on medication-based issues

such as initiation, switching or ceasing

psychotropic medications and to liaise with

the inpatient team. I’m also in place to

counsel individuals and provide advice on

appropriate monitoring (both physical and

mental) where needed. In a nutshell, I’m

there to relieve the psychiatrists of relevant

duties, which allows them to focus on

other appropriate areas, and to improve

resources available to PLT nursing staff.

To whom do you report and where

does the post fit in the management

structure? 

In terms of line management and

operational responsibilities, I’m still very

much part of the pharmacy structure and

have no ‘manager’ within PLT as such.

However, it would be fair to assume that

in my guise as a PLT pharmacist I report to

the team manager, as would be expected

of anyone else.  

How was/is the post funded? Is the

post funded on a non-recurring or

recurring basis? 

The post was initially set up as a pilot in

order to gauge the benefit of having a

pharmacist available directly within the

PLT. This involved me being released from

other duties two days per week to attend

the service. As the benefits became

apparent and integration proved

worthwhile, a business case was agreed

by local commissioners to establish the

twice-weekly post as a permanent fixture.

When was the post first established? 

The pilot originally started in August 2016.

Are you the first post holder? If not,

how long have you been in post? 

The pilot was originally set up by a senior

colleague with a view to introducing a

pharmacist with a background experience

of working in physical as well as mental

health services. I took over the reins in

October 2016.  
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What were the main drivers for the

establishment of the post and how

did it come about?

A psychiatrist within the team had

previous experience of working closely

with a pharmacist in London and was

very keen to replicate the benefits

elsewhere. This recognition of service

enhancement via the utilisation of

pharmacist skills led to the initial pilot

and, following the successful trial of the

role, the post became substantive.

What have been the main difficulties

in establishing/developing the post

to its current level?

Establishing a relatively novel post

invariably presents many challenges, and

no less with this niche area. Challenges

initially encountered include the fact that

role of a pharmacist within an already

highly-functioning, dynamic team of

professionals was almost a mystery to

some - including myself; the main

question was clearly ‘what exactly do we

do with a pharmacist’? It took time to

figure out the areas in which I could most

effectively relieve the workload of others,

with the eventual recognition of abilities

and limitations borne from many hours

spent within the team. 

Another significant challenge was

getting to know so many different people

and remembering names (which, I’d love

to say, I’m now better at; however, this

would be a little white lie).

What have been the main

achievements/successes of the post?

Clearly there are quantitative and

qualitative metrics that can be employed

to measure outcomes and subsequent

benefits to services in terms of patient

safety. From a personal point of view

however, success can be measured by the

acceptance and recognition of the role by

peers and colleagues far more

experienced in liaison services. The

appreciation and utilisation of the post,

alongside the knowledge that many

patients have benefited from decisions

stemming directly from the pharmacist,

are achievements in themselves.

What are the main

challenges/priorities for future

development within the post which

you currently face?

Expansion of the post to embed and

involve a pharmacist within other liaison

services is an obvious next step. The most

prominent challenge is the fact that,

although liaison services essentially all

work towards the same purpose,

individual teams differ in working

patterns and practices so a ‘one size fits

all’ ethos is not necessarily workable for

transplantation of the role into other

Trusts. There’s a good possibility that

where the blueprint for a successful role

is transplanted elsewhere, major

adaptation will still be required to achieve

a similar level of success. 
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There is a need to identify how a pharmacist’s skills and knowledge can best augment 

a well-established and highly functioning team.
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What are the key competencies

required to do the post and what

options are available for training?

Aside from the obvious competencies

that are essential for pharmacists in order

to function in our working lives, the PLT

pharmacist requires a wide range of

experience in both psychiatry and general

health. Considering that people aren’t

admitted to general hospitals when they

are fit and well, an extensive medical

knowledge is imperative. My own

background includes duties undertaken

in emergency care, surgery, obstetrics and

gynaecology and just about every other

area of general medicine I can think of;

this helps vastly in view of the fact that

PLT focuses mainly from the psychiatric

viewpoint and cases often require

someone with a varied experience.

The pharmacist also needs to be a

flexible, decisive and pragmatic individual;

without the ability or confidence to

make appropriate decisions and form

treatment plans in potentially tricky

circumstances the objective is lost. Good

communication skills and a thick skin are

a must; anyone who has worked in a

hospital will understand the colourful

range of personalities encountered

(both professional and patient) and the

challenges that go hand-in-hand. Finally,

a strong constitution is desirable given

the potentially unpleasant experiences

the hospitalised human body has to

offer!

How does the post fit with general

career development opportunities

within the profession?

The post in general is a development

opportunity in itself. It presents the

individual with endless possibilities to

enhance their own knowledge and

experience in every area of medical

management imaginable, whilst honing

interpersonal skills through constant

interaction on many levels.  

The demonstration of adaptability and

the development and application of such

a comprehensive skill mix are desirable

qualities when considering career

progression in any area of pharmacy.

How do you think the post might be

developed in the future?

At present there is no prescribing involved

as such. When recommendations are

made, they are discussed with the medical

team and the medication is initiated by

the inpatient professionals, which

promotes the liaison aspect and enhances

inter-professional communication. There

is scope for an independent prescriber to

reduce medical involvement by

implementing the changes proactively

whilst maintaining clinical conversation,

thereby affording the medical team more

time to focus on other areas. An

involvement in outpatient clinics where

there is a focus on medication is also a

potential avenue for enhancement of

patient safety within the competence of a

pharmacist.

What messages would you give to

others who might be establishing/

developing a similar post?

Establishing a post in liaison is particularly

tricky because it isn’t necessarily an

obvious fit. It takes time and patience

(and often some opportunistic luck) to

build the relationships and trust required

before people realise what a pharmacist

can offer to a service like PLT. Though it

might take a while, once the pace picks

up it can be a gruelling and demanding

but ultimately highly rewarding position.

Do you have any Declarations of

Interest to make and, if so, what are

they?

Personal fee offered by Pharmacy

Management as a contribution for

writing the Face2Face.

“There is scope for an independent prescriber to reduce
medical involvement by implementing the changes

proactively whilst maintaining clinical conversation, thereby 
affording the medical team more time to focus on other areas.”


